CUMBERLAND RUBBER SUPPLY

BALLISTIC PANELS BY SIZE:

sp020202 - 2" x 2' x 2' Standard Ballistic Panel (48 lbs) - Vulcanized Rubber (color: black)
sp020203 - 2" x 2' x 3' Standard Ballistic Panel (72 lbs) - Vulcanized Rubber (color: black)
sp020204 - 2" x 2' x 4' Standard Ballistic Panel (96 lbs) - Vulcanized Rubber (color: black)
fp020202 - 2" x 2' x 2' Ballistic CRS Fit Panel (48 lbs) - Vulcanized Rubber (color: black)
fp020203 - 2" x 2' x 3' Ballistic CRS Fit Panel (72 lbs) - Vulcanized Rubber (color: black)
fp020204 - 2" x 2' x 4' Ballistic CRS Fit Panel (96 lbs) - Vulcanized Rubber (color: black)
sp150202 - 1.5" x 2' x 2' Standard Ballistic Panel (36 lbs) - Vulcanized Rubber (color: black)
fp150202 - 1.5" x 2' x 2' Ballistic CRS Fit Panel (36 lbs) - Vulcanized Rubber (color: black)
cp342424 - 3/4" x 2' x 2' Ballistic Panel (16 lbs) - Vulcanized Rubber (color: black)
cp342436 - 3/4" x 2' x 3' Ballistic Panel (24 lbs) - Vulcanized Rubber (color: black)
cp342448 - 3/4" x 2' x 4' Ballistic Panel (32 lbs) - Vulcanized Rubber (color: black)

Call or Email about other custom sized parts

TITAN BALLISTIC PRODUCTS BY SIZE:

tb061224 - 6" x 12" x 24" Titan Ballistic Block (78 lbs)
tb091224 - 9" x 12" x 24" Titan Ballistic Block (112 lbs)
tb020202 - 2" x 2' x 2' Titan Ballistic Panel (60 lbs)
tb020202fp - 2" x 2' x 2' Titan Ballistic Fit Panel (60 lbs)

Cumberland Rubber Supply ballistic rubber products have a higher density per square inch than other products in the field.

Our product's physical properties are tensile strength: 950-1150 psi, Ultimate elongation: 210-300%, 100% modulus: 350-400psi. coefficient of friction: 1.2-1.25 static. UV exposure, ATSM D 925-88(00) 72 has ten inches below 275W RS UV bulb: tensile strength 5.9 % change, elongation 6.7% change.

These properties enhance the qualities of strength, elasticity, and durability of our products. Our ballistic rubber blocks, panels, and sheets can sustain thousands of high velocity rounds while maintaining the structural integrity.

For other product information visit CumberlandRubber.com
E-mail: sales@cumberlandrubber.com
Call: 615-338-5831
Cumberland Rubber Supply is headquartered in Nashville, Tennessee. We supply a wide array of premium ballistic and custom rubber products. Our industry-leading heat compression molded natural SBR blend has set a new standard for performance and longevity. We provide a variety of products including: tiles, curtains, panels, sheets, blocks, rubber media, modified rubber blocks, seals, mats, and other custom designs.

Our most popular product line is our vulcanized ballistic control products. Our panels, sheets, and blocks are designed to furnish a safe live fire environment by controlling bullets on contact, stopping/preventing ricochet, and self-healing after impact. Cumberland Rubber Supply products provide superior overall safety in live fire training environments. If ballistic control and safety is important, then we have the premium products you need.

**BALLISTIC RUBBER STANDARD PRODUCTS**

**BALLISTIC SHEETS BY SIZE:**
bs380406 - 3/8"x4"x6' Vulcanized Ballistic Sheet (60 lbs) (color: black)
bs380408 - 3/8"x 4'x 8' Vulcanized Ballistic Sheet (80 lbs) (color: black)
bs010408 - 1"x 4'x 8' Vulcanized Ballistic Sheet (192 lbs) (color: black)
bs020408 - 2" x 4' x 8' Vulcanized Ballistic Sheet (384 lbs) (color: black)
bs343067 - 3/4 x 30" x 67" Vulcanized Ballistic Sheet (56 lbs) (color: black)
bs340406 - 3/4 x 4 x 6 Vulcanized Ballistic Sheet (96 lbs) (color: black)
bs340406 - 3/4 x 2 x 8 Vulcanized Ballistic Sheet (64 lbs) (color: black)
bs340408 - 3/4 x 2 x 8 Vulcanized Ballistic Sheet (114 lbs) (color: black)
Call about our High Strength (Gum Rubber) Sheets

**BALLISTIC BLOCKS BY SIZE:**
bb061212 - 6" x 12" x 12" Ballistic Block (36 lbs) - Vulcanized Rubber (color: black)
bb061224 - 6" x 12" x 24" Ballistic Block (72 lbs) - Vulcanized Rubber (color: black)
bb080816 - 8" X 8" X 16" Ballistic Block (41 lbs) - Vulcanized Rubber (color: black)
bb091224 - 9" X 12" X 24" Ballistic Block (105 lbs) - Vulcanized Rubber (color: black)